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Abstract: "An automated and networked house is one during which every appliance are often remotely managed [4] from anywhere on the web with an easy Web browser". the overall goal of the automatic-home movement is to use networking technology to integrate the devices, appliances and services found in homes in order that the whole domestic lebensraum are often controlled centrally or remotely. Automation is a procedure or a technique, method, or system of running or controlling a process by electronic devices with a minimal human involvement. The elemental of building an automation system for an office or house is increasing day-by-day with numerous benefits. Industrialist and researchers are working to create efficient and affordable automatic systems to watch and control different machines like lights, fans, AC supported the need. Automation makes not only an efficient but also a cheap use of the electricity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a result of growing technological development and urbanization energy demand increases rapidly. Its negative environmental impact and limits in production require energy savings. Since a big part of electricity consumption occurs in residential units, proper use of electricity in homes plays important role to contribute these requirements. It is impossible for someone to predict that IoT would come into existence in a very short period. IoT is one of the most valuable and useful technologies which can be used for connecting, controlling and managing intelligent objects which are connected. In this work, a smart Air Conditioner scheme is proposed and its adaptation to a Smart Home system is presented. To Internet through an IP address Smart home is one in which various electronic and electric appliances are wired up to a central computer control system so that they can either be switched on and off at certain times [2]. Cloud computing is a rapidly growing technology where resources such as storage devices, platform and applications are shared over the internet

By multiple users in small and medium business. Cloud services can be provided and delivered remotely by vendors such as Amazon or Microsoft as “public clouds”, or the resources are designed, installed, monitored and controlled internally as “private clouds”. Cloud data retrieval is an important service to be considered as certain specific data files the users are interested during a given session must be retrieved in an efficient way and quickly[3]. In this project we are connecting the various sensors and devices to Node MCU which is connected with IFTTT and the devices are operated as per the voice commands given through Google Assistant.

2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

An AC (Air Conditioner) which was once considered to be a luxury item and was only to be found in big hotels, movie halls, restaurants etc. But, now almost everyone features a AC in our home to beat out the summer/winter and people who have it, worry about one common thing. That’s their high electricity consumption and chargers thanks to it. While doing this project we get to make an Automatic Temperature control negative feedback circuit that would save the electricity chargers by varying the AC temperature automatically by supporting the room temperature.

By varying the set temperature periodically we will avoid making the AC to figure for lower temperature values for an extended time and thus making it consume less power. Most people would have faced a situation where they’ve to change the Air Conditioner’s set temperature to different values during different times of the day, so on keep us comfy throughout. To perform this process this project uses a Temperature sensor (DHT11) which reads this temperature of the space and supported that value it’ll send commands to the AC through an IR blaster almost like the AC’s Remote. The AC will react to those commands as if it’s reacting to its Remote and thus adjust the temperature. As your room’s temperature changes, the Arduino also will adjust your AC’s set temperature to take care of your temperature in only the way we would like it to be.
The block diagram of the Proposed system is as Follows:
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Fig: a. Automatic Temperature Control
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b. Fig: Google Assistant (A.I)

**Swing control for AC**

NodeMCU interface with DC Motor through L293D driver NodeMCU based ESP8266 can be used to control the speed and rotational direction of DC Motor. NodeMCU has PWM feature on its GPIO pins using which we can control DC motor. To know about NodeMCU PWM refer NodeMCU PWM with Arduino IDE or NodeMCU PWM with ESP8266 IDE.

The circuit consists only of LED, resistor, HC-05 and Arduino. The long "leg" of the LED will be connected to the 5V through the resistor on Arduino pin number 13 while the shorter "led" will be connected to the GND. For the HC-05, the VCC is connected to 5V, GND to GND, RX of HC-05 to Arduino TX, while TX of HC-05 to Arduino RX.

3. **ADVANTAGES**

- It will allow you to control your Air conditioner and cool your home from anywhere using your own devices like mobiles, tablets, desktops etc
- It also allows you to restart your air conditioner from anywhere and at anytime.
- It saves the electricity and is energy efficient.

4. **RESULT**

The Google Assistant may be a virtual assistant developed by Google that’s primarily available on mobile and smart home devices. Unlike Google Now, the Google Assistant can engage in two-way conversations.

Assistant initially debuted in May 2016 as a part of Google’s messaging app Allo, and its voice-activated speaker Google Home. After a period of exclusivity on the Pixel and Pixel XL smartphones, it began to be deployed on other Android devices in February 2017, including third-party smartphones and Android Wear, and was released as a standalone app on the iOS OS in May. Alongside the announcement of a software development kit in April 2017, the Assistant has been, and is being, further extended to support an outsized set of devices, including cars and smart home appliances. The functionality of the Assistant also can be enhanced by third-party developers.

Users primarily interact with the Google Assistant through natural voice, though keyboard input is additionally supported. In the same nature and manner as Google Now, the Assistant is in a position to look the web, schedule events and alarms, adjust hardware settings on the user's device, and show information from the user's Google account. Google has also announced that the Assistant are going to be ready to identify objects and gather visual information through the device's camera, and support purchasing products and sending money, as well as identifying songs.
5. CONCLUSIONS

With growing technological development and urbanization, energy demand increases rapidly. Since a big part of electricity consumption occurs in residential, proper use of electricity in homes plays important role in efficient use of energy. Smart Home is defined as a residential equipped with smart electrical appliances, sensors and a controller unit.

Smart appliances offering energy savings and improved user comfort are indispensable part of Smart Homes. Due to global warming, increasing comfort requirements and its high energy consumption compared to other appliances, smartness and Smart Home integration of Air Conditioner is very important for both user comfort and energy savings. In this work, a smart Air Conditioner scheme is proposed and its adaptation to a Smart Home system is presented. Firstly, working principles of s-AC and its advantages compared to AC are explained. Then, Petri net model of the s-AC is introduced to enable a good general view of the operation of the s-AC and its adaptation to SH. Moreover, a program is prepared by using Keysight VEE 9.3 software for monitoring and controlling s-AC. Experimental results significant savings in electricity bills as well as improving user comfort.
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